MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THE FIRST CLASS: Please save receipts for your purchases in the event you need to return something.

*-Something in which to carry paints, brushes, and other materials

*-Scissors

*-12” ruler (optional)

*-3/4” Masking tape

*-1 Staedtler drawing pencil 8 ’B’ (SOFTEST) & small sharpener

*-1 gum, plastic, or pink pearl eraser

*- Master Brush Cleaner soap or Ivory bar soap

Oil Paints: (only need white in large size). (“Student Grade or Artist’s Grade” quality paints are a bit less expensive and will be fine):

*-Titanium White – one large tube (60cc)

* -Yellow Ochre

* - Burnt Sienna

* -Ultramarine Blue or Permanent Blue

*-Thalo Green

*-Alizarin Crimson

Optional colors – any other colors you would like and feel you can afford!

Mediums and Solvents:

*-16 or 32 oz. Gamblin Gamsol Odorless Mineral Spirits

*-1 small Bottle of Liquin – 75 ml

*White or Transparent Palette – – Paper palette pads approx 9” x 12” or larger are easiest. Also possible – a clear white or FLAT palette approx 9”x12”. Also possible – a clear
white or FLAT palette approx 9”x12”. Or, a piece of glass or plexi-glass. Do **not** get the palettes with little compartments!

*Palette Knife* – If you can afford, try a couple of different types/sizes. Do **not** get the plastic kind.

*Brushes (for Oil or Acrylic)* – Bristle types – flats, brights, rounds or filberts.

You can get natural or synthetic, or a few of each – it’s just a matter of personal preference:

* one small “Bright”
* one small and one medium “Round”
* one medium “Filbert”
* one medium and one large “Flat”
* two cheap brushes: one 1” brush and one 2” – should be about .79 each
  (any brand)

**Supports:**

*(1) Piece of 8 1/2 x 11 white paper

*(1) 9” x 12” canvas board or stretched canvas

**Additional Items Required:**

* Rags

* **Viva** paper towels but get the one that says “**soft like cloth**”). Available @ Target and some other stores - don’t show up without it! (Or, there are blue “SHOP” paper towels sold by stores like Loew’s & Home Depot that are similar and probably less expensive)

* One good sized glass jar with a lid (think large mayonnaise jar)

* Two 15 oz. sized aluminum or tin cans